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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Recipe For A Meatless Agenda 

 

By Nicholas West 

It can’t be overstated what a comprehensive society-changing        
event COVID-19 has become. Not for its health impacts, mind          
you, but because it has been the trigger for every opportunistic           
psychopath to openly announce their plans for total control over          
human life. 
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In my article two months ago, I explored the roots of the climate             
change agenda and how it conveniently merged with the         
language surrounding the COVID lockdown’s promotion of       
cleaner skies and water, the rejuvenation of nature,        
de-industrialization and whatever else makes Greta Thunberg and        
Extinction Rebellion happy amid the untold human suffering. 

However, one aspect that I omitted for its own separate          
discussion was the march toward a meatless world. Here, too, we           
have seen a massive acceleration of this formerly fringe idea          
(even in climate change circles) into the language of inevitability          
amid a range of health and economic concerns. But how novel is            
this idea? It goes back much further than many would imagine. 

COVID Hates the Meat Industry 

Early on in the outbreak, we began to see some interesting           
inconsistencies when it came to where the coronavirus struck the          
hardest and where restrictions would be levied. The Chinese “wet          
market” bat soup story was merely the beginning. It wasn’t long           
after the disturbing exotic-ness of Eastern eating habits and food          
preparation were revealed that America’s slaughterhouses and       
meat packing plants became another ground zero for the         
contagion.  

Some of America’s largest processing plants were labeled        
“disease hotspots” and a “virus breeding ground” with ensuing         
infection rates far above the national average. These abnormally         
high rates continue today with 11,000 cases having been tied to           
mega-producers Tyson Foods, JBS and Smithfield Foods. The        
vast majority of the infected never became symptomatically ill, but          
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https://www.northcarolinahealthnews.org/2020/05/01/smithfield-struggles-to-contain-covid/
https://www.bloombergquint.com/businessweek/coronavirus-closes-meat-plants-threatens-food-supply
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/05/25/meat-industry-is-trying-get-back-normal-workers-are-still-getting-sick-shortages-may-get-worse/


 

the numbers were shocking enough to spark calls for “Meatless          
May Mondays” in order to boycott plant conditions.  

Additional claims of meat plant workers who were “too scared to           
return” created labor shortages, supply chain disruption and        
government declarations to prevent closures that only served to         
drastically drive up the cost of meat and reduce availability in           
many areas of the U.S., even as exports continued to China. 

This was of course quickly felt on the weekly shopping lists of            
most people, as meat prices led the way toward a 50-year high in             
grocery cost amid rising wholesale prices. 
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https://www.democracynow.org/2020/5/4/covid_19_meatpacking_plants
https://www.democracynow.org/2020/5/4/covid_19_meatpacking_plants
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/town-protests-working-conditions-nebraska-meat-plant-workers-too-scared-return
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/town-protests-working-conditions-nebraska-meat-plant-workers-too-scared-return
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/meat-exports-china-soar-us-supplies-dwindle-workers-risk-coronavirus-infection
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/us-food-prices-historic-jump-stay-high-70969164


 

  

Since the reopening of parts of the economy, it was announced in            
the last several days that meat prices have again fallen back to            
nearly pre-COVID levels, but it’s still important to keep in mind           
since we are continuously told about future outbreaks, in addition          
to other social upheaval that is again locking things down in the            
form of “curfews.”  
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All charts: ZeroHedge 

The impact subsequently spread to restaurants with reports of         
“COVID surcharges.” Here’s an image from the first story that          
appeared. 

 

Harold’s Chicken, Chicago – 26% “Covid-19” fee (Source: CBS) 
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http://www.zerohedge.com/
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/05/18/harolds-chicken-charges-26-covid-19-fee-on-bills-claiming-spike-in-food-supply-prices/


 

San Diego’s famed low-cost taco and burrito establishments        
appeared to be the next to fall, adding insult to injury for those             
already living in austerity. 

  

A recent Google image search reveals many, many more.  
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The realities of the economic fallout from COVID-19 alone would          
lead anyone to conclude that meat will be out of reach for an             
increasing number of people. However, it didn’t take long for the           
New York Times to offer up the totality of the situation.           
Interestingly, this commentary also offered one additional social        
concern for us to note – prior to the current civil unrest. From a              
May 21st op-ed, “The End of Meat is Here”:  

If you care about the working poor, about racial justice, and           
about climate change, you have to stop eating animals. 

The Climate Hates the Meat Industry  

You might remember that the Club of Rome featured prominently          
in my climate change-corona article. They seem to have a          
penchant for laying out plans decades in advance, offering         
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https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/21/opinion/coronavirus-meat-vegetarianism.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes


 

“suggestions,” then encouraging authoritarian mechanisms to      
control those who are unresponsive to their centralized solutions.  

The Club of Rome has now come out of the shadows entirely            
amid all of the newfound opportunity. In a May 9 op-ed, four            
members of the Club say it’s the perfect time for a “Green reboot             
after pandemic.” Buried inside the soft language of        
connectedness to the earth and each other, as well as the           
entrepreneurial resilience of humans, is the coercive language of         
a technocratic philosophy based on top-down governmental       
management and control. 

The pandemic demands a forceful, immediate response. But        
in managing the crisis, governments also must look to the          
long term... 

The COVID-19 crisis shows us that it is possible to make           
transformational changes overnight. We have suddenly      
entered a different world with a different economy.        
Governments are rushing to protect their citizens medically        
and economically in the short term. But there is also a strong            
business case for using this crisis to usher in global systemic           
change. 

It’s a clear statement of intent, and one that has been echoed            
around the world since under the climate change umbrella. The          
Pope’s Laudato Si is all for “green policies and redistribution.”          
One U.S. governor – Inslee of WA – wants to move toward a             
“green coronavirus stimulus package” to the tune of $1.5 trillion.          
The EU just this week announced their mission to build the largest            
green stimulus package yet conceived at upward of €2 trillion.  
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https://opinion.inquirer.net/129632/green-reboot-after-pandemic
https://opinion.inquirer.net/129632/green-reboot-after-pandemic
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/world/laudato-si-vatican-steps-up-push-for-green-policies/news-story/d55b43cf0764f9c898c0fdddf922a43f
https://earther.gizmodo.com/jay-inslees-climate-team-has-a-1-5-trillion-green-coro-1843462993
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-52848184


 

It just so happens that meat production has long been maligned           
as a central ingredient in bringing about climate change. For          
some interesting facts that refute nearly every angle of that          
assertion, I would point you to an outstanding article by Joakim           
Book, “The Climate Impact of Meat.” However, anyone who is          
familiar with the arguments of man-made climate change itself         
has to understand that facts hardly matter to believers or the           
social engineers who manipulate them. Weaving meat into the         
climate change narrative is merely the means for those who          
would benefit most from bringing about the end of meat. And,           
coincidentally, the messaging fits perfectly with the World        
Economic Forum declaring that the Great Reset is indeed upon          
us, with Prince Charles leading the way. But this reset was           
conceived much longer ago.  

In an excellent video presentation from Christian the Ice Age          
Farmer, we find out that the war on meat was declared as early             
as 1929 when English statesman Lord Birkenhead penned an         
article for Cosmopolitan magazine that outlined a 100-year path         
forward:  

By 2029 agriculture if not abolished will be in decay – at            
least in civilized lands … millions of laborers all over the           
world will find their livelihoods vanished.  

Hard on the heels of this development will come the          
perfection of synthetic foodstuffs. 

Concerning proteins, the other most important human foods,        
two possibilities exist. Either they too will be produced         
synthetically; or else the more highly prized varieties of         
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https://www.aier.org/article/the-climate-impact-of-meat/
https://www.weforum.org/great-reset
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/jun/03/pandemic-is-chance-to-reset-global-economy-says-prince-charles
https://www.naturalblaze.com/2020/05/the-total-technocratic-transhumanist-takeover-of-food.html


 

animal foods – such, for example, as beefsteak or chicken’s          
breast – will be grown in suitable media in the laboratory.  

All ensuing decisions seem to have been leading to our present           
era. One of the other significant milestones along the way was           
recounted recently by Michael Maharrey of the Tenth Amendment         
Center titled “Congress Broke the Meat Supply Chain 50 Years          
Ago.”  

It’s not just the policies put in place due to the pandemic that             
have stressed the meat supply chain to the breaking point. A           
federal act passed by Congress more than five decades ago          
set the system up for a breakdown. 

The Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 mandates meat must be          
slaughtered and processed at a federally inspected       
slaughterhouse, or in a facility inspected in a state with meat           
inspection laws at least as strict as federal requirements.         
Small slaughterhouses cannot meet the requirements. As a        
result, the meat processing industry went through massive        
consolidation. Since the passage of the act, the number of          
slaughterhouses dropped from more than 10,000 to 2,766 in         
2019. Today, instead of hundreds of companies processing        
meat, three corporations control virtually the entire industry. 

Of course, the Wholesome Meat Act was sold on the basis           
of “food safety.” It doesn’t even deliver on its own terms.  

As Christian mentions in his video, this type of consolidation is           
exactly what we have witnessed across nearly every major         
industry from medicine to media. It’s all a part of weaving together            
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https://tenthamendmentcenter.com/2020/05/08/congress-broke-the-meat-supply-chain-50-years-ago/
https://tenthamendmentcenter.com/2020/05/08/congress-broke-the-meat-supply-chain-50-years-ago/
https://downloads.usda.library.cornell.edu/usda-esmis/files/r207tp32d/8336h934w/hq37vx004/lsslan19.pdf
https://downloads.usda.library.cornell.edu/usda-esmis/files/r207tp32d/8336h934w/hq37vx004/lsslan19.pdf
https://downloads.usda.library.cornell.edu/usda-esmis/files/r207tp32d/8336h934w/hq37vx004/lsslan19.pdf


 

the various pieces of social engineering into a tapestry of          
totalitarianism. 

So what delicious offerings will be on the menu of the future? 

 

Spreading the Love of Synthetic Food and Protein-rich        
Insects 

One of the early forms of fake meat to cause a stir among             
consumers was meat glue. Preparation of this product required a          
mask, and microbiologists warned against the high potential for         
bacterial infections if undercooked. But this can’t hold a candle to           
what is hitting menus today. 

Readers might remember my coverage of the 2020 Consumer         
Electronics Show where I highlighted the expanding menu of fake          
food products amid all of the other smart gadgetry. The lab-grown           
“Impossible Burger” hardly seems out of place now. The CEO of           
Impossible Foods, Pat Brown, has targeted 2035 at the latest for           
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https://www.naturalblaze.com/2017/11/dinner-steak-glued-together.html
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the complete eradication of animal agriculture. Such lofty        
pronouncements didn’t seem likely for Brown in 2009 when he          
was working in his research lab, but as chronicled by CNBC, it            
was not much later when the United Nations, Bill Gates and a            
host of others showered him with nearly $400 million in funding.  

Right around the same time in 2009, Beyond Meat was launched           
and has become another industry leader that has been a          
beneficiary of money from Gates and crew on their way to the top. 

Oddly enough, all of the largest meat producers who have been           
affected by COVID targeting their factory facilities have also been          
investing in the meatless future since at least 2015, according to a            
report by CB Insights. It appears that all of these entities are            
positioned well to adapt to a meatless future. 
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Incidentally, fish products might not be far behind: 

 

Now that a Great Reset has been initiated, and the public has            
been both financially crippled and well-primed for alternatives,        
there has been a flurry of news stories and language of the            
imminent arrival of non-meat.  

Just days ago, Forbes offered a new target date of 2022 by            
asking “Are You Ready to Eat Lab Meat?”  

“The next major revolution–on a scale with moving from the          
horse and cart to the automobile–is going to be in food,”           
says Cuatrecasas, CEO of mergers and acquisitions and        
strategic advisory firm Aquaa Partners… 

And there’s one area he’s particularly bullish on: “The         
biggest thing will be the development of cultured meat.”... 

According to the website of the U.S.-based Good Food         
Institute, a not-for-profit organisation that promotes      
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plant-based alternatives to meat, “The number of cultivated        
meat companies grew by 57% and reached a venture capital          
fundraising record” of $77 million in 2019. And, says the          
Institute, “In addition to already-invested capital, there is        
adequate ‘dry powder’ (investable capital) to keep protein        
innovators growing.”... 

If Cuatrecasas’ predictions are correct, lab meat meat will be          
“affordable by 2022 and, by 2023, will be on restaurant          
menus and supermarket shop shelves.” 

And of course, “coronavirus will boost clean meat trend,” says one           
hopeful supplier. 

But if lab-cultivated meat is not your thing, we still might have            
living creatures providing the protein on our plates, but they will           
come in the form of insects. Calls by hardcore climate change           
activists have accelerated in recent years focusing on insect         
nutrition as a means to eradicate meat and save the planet.           
These fringe ideas are now being embraced by policymakers as          
the current crisis unfolds. A strong statement from the EU in the            
last couple of weeks, ironically called Farm to Fork, has been           
drafted: 

The Farm to Fork Strategy is at the heart of the European            
Green Deal aiming to make food systems fair, healthy and          
environmentally-friendly. 

Food systems cannot be resilient to crises such as the          
Covid-19 pandemic if they are not sustainable. We need to          
redesign our food systems which today account for nearly         
one-third of global GHG emissions, consume large amounts        
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https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2020/04/16/Coronavirus-will-boost-clean-meat-trend-says-supplier
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/eu-green-agenda-calls-eating-bugs-save-planet
https://ec.europa.eu/food/farm2fork_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_en


 

of natural resources, result in biodiversity loss and negative         
health impacts (due to both under- and over-nutrition) and do          
not allow fair economic returns and livelihoods for all actors,          
in particular for primary producers. 

The type of sustainability they mean is what has been cleared by            
the EU’s European Food Safety Authority – it’s nothing short of           
scrumptious: 

It is being billed as the long-awaited breakthrough moment in          
European gastronomy for mealworm burgers, locust aperitifs       
and cricket granola. 

Within weeks the EU’s European Food Safety Authority is         
expected by the insect industry to endorse whole or ground          
mealworms, lesser mealworms, locusts, crickets and      
grasshoppers as being safe for human consumption. 

The ruling is likely to lead to the final authorisation of their            
sale across the EU as a “novel food” by as soon as the             
autumn, opening up opportunities for mass production of a         
range of insect dishes to be sold across Europe for the first            
time. (Source: The Guardian) 

Novel food for a novel coronavirus – nice touch. 

Not to be left behind, the U.S. FDA is right there to protect             
consumers in a recent move to change labeling so as to provide            
“regulatory flexibility...for manufacturers to use existing labels,       
without making otherwise required changes, when making minor        
formula adjustments due to unforeseen shortages or supply chain         
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https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/apr/08/the-worm-has-turned-how-british-insect-farms-could-spawn-a-food-revolution
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https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/03/insects-likely-approved-human-consumption-by-eu
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disruptions brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic.” All        
temporary for the duration of the emergency, of course.  

 

Spreading the Love of Independent Agriculture and       
Personal Freedom 

Factory farm conditions are indeed appalling, with bacteria levels         
that have resulted in heavy antibiotic use which only promotes          
further contamination inside and outside these facilities. Hormone        
injections have been linked to breast, prostate and colon cancer          
in humans. The treatment of animals in Concentrated Animal         
Feeding Operations has been exposed at every level for being          
ethically repugnant to any compassionate soul, and could get         
even worse with the arrival of robots to the meat industry.  
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And yet the methods of killing animals en masse during the           
current supply chain disruption can lay no claim to evolved          
thinking about the ethical treatment of living beings either. If you           
can stomach it, a new report from The Intercept details one of the             
more gruesome methods that has yet been uncovered.  

For these reasons and many more, it is certainly anyone’s right to            
completely abstain from meat, but some of us would like to have a             
choice beyond a future of test tube protein and synthetic insect           
formulas that will enrich Bill Gates and his technocratic cohorts          
even further.  

Amid the chronicle of potential enslavement that I’ve outlined         
above, there have been some bright spots as people have begun           
to embrace counter-market principles out of choice or necessity,         
resulting in a mini-boom for many local farmers. There have even           
been a couple of state governments lending their support, which          
is nothing more than deciding to get out of the way, but taking             
credit for it. Nevertheless, it’s better than most. 

A new Wyoming law was passed that restores food freedom to           
the Food Freedom Act by removing restrictions so ranchers can          
sell their meat directly to the public. 

In March, Wyoming Gov. Mark Gordon (R) signed HB0155,         
an animal-share amendment which will allow consumers to        
buy meat from ranchers through an animal-share       
agreement, circumventing USDA inspection. 

The amendment to the state’s Food Freedom Act will go into           
effect in July and takes advantage of an exemption created          
under § 623(a) of the Federal Meat Inspection Act (FMIA),          
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https://theintercept.com/2020/05/29/pigs-factory-farms-ventilation-shutdown-coronavirus/
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which governs interstate and even most intrastate livestock        
slaughter and meat sales in this country. The FMIA         
exemption allows custom slaughtering of livestock by and for         
an “owner” of the animal. 

A farm-to-consumer program has also been implemented in        
Florida. The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer        
Services stated its purpose on its website: 

In light of recent market disruptions caused by COVID-19,         
the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer       
Services (“Department”), in hopes of assisting producers of        
agricultural and seafood commodities and those looking for        
agricultural and seafood commodities, has created this       
webpage where producers can post information regarding       
available commodities to be accessed by the public. The         
Department is not a party to any transaction resulting from          
the use of the information available on this webpage and is           
not responsible for the medium and process of exchange         
and any issues that may arise. It will be up to you and the              
holder of the commodity to negotiate agreeable terms.        
Please exercise caution if you choose to arrange any         
meeting and always take precautions to protect yourself,        
your property, your financial interests, and your personal        
identifying information. All parties are to abide by all local,          
state, and federal laws. If an issue arises, please contact          
1-800-HELP-FLA (435-7352). 

However, it’s never a recommended strategy to wait for         
government to accommodate your needs. Community Supported       
Agriculture (CSA) alliances already exist as a solution and are          
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now being more widely embraced, especially among restaurants        
suffering from closures. CSAs can be short-term food buying         
agreements or longer-term seasonal memberships or even share        
stakes in the farm itself.  

One of California’s most prominent organic fine dining        
establishments, Chez Panisse, was not immune from the state’s         
dictatorial mandates. Chef Alice Waters immediately adapted by        
setting up a subscription CSA that would help maintain support for           
her local suppliers. By designing weekly food boxes for clients,          
she was able to create a new revenue stream and keep her local             
farmers supply chain.  

Evan Wiig of the Community Alliance with Family Farmers told          
EcoWatch that despite the new challenges, “In the beginning of          
March, most CSAs were struggling to fill boxes. Now some have           
waiting lists, some in the 100s." Wiig told NPR, “In all the time that              
we've worked with CSAs, which is several decades, we've never          
seen a surge as we have over the last few weeks.” 

Others like Farm Trails expanded their online presence to further          
help connect farms to consumers through a digital marketplace –          
traffic spiked 1000%. 

"Many people have been on the fence about CSAs," says          
Sonya Perrotti, who runs the 1-acre Coyote Family Farm in          
Penngrove. "This was the push." While she has always sold          
most of her produce in a CSA, Perrotti benefited from the           
new digital marketplace. She has now sold out of her 100           
shares and plans to expand. 
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Local Harvest is the single largest source for connecting to a local            
producer – you can visit their meat offerings here, as well as            
research various CSA programs.  

It’s also worth noting that many of these farms and organizations           
make it a point to highlight their environmentally responsible         
practices, as well as their contributions to local food banks, all           
while doing so in a localized and distributed manner. Visit the           
Community Alliance with Family Farmers to see one example of          
how all of the various concerns peddled by the government can           
be perfectly handled at the local level by us.  

Closing Thoughts 

So much of our world is now beginning to resemble the fiction of             
yesteryear. This topic, of course, reminded me of the 1973 movie           
Soylent Green. It’s been decades since I saw the film or read the             
1966 book upon which it was based, so I went back to refresh my              
memory and was again left uneasy by the ending of the film and             
what the “meat” turned out to be. However, I was equally alarmed            
by the date where the tale begins: 2022 – just like that Forbes             
article cited above as the year we should all be ready for our             
lab-grown meat. 

If you might not be concerned about meat due to a variety of             
legitimate reasons, I’d like to paraphrase one of the most          
important quotes in human history: “First they came for the          
meat…” There are already signs that further measures are being          
taken against the entire food supply, not only meat. It was           
broadcast recently that 100% of farm workers in one location have           
COVID. This puts all of agriculture under the same banner that           
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has led to further control wherever the COVID label has been           
applied. 

If you want real meat to be part of your future, and any semblance              
of independent food production, contact your local farmer today.         
The alternative has been documented and it is exceedingly grim. I           
would recommend Miron Dolot’s short and brutal first-hand        
account Execution by Hunger about the forces of Soviet         
collectivization that descended upon his small Ukrainian farming        
village as part of what has come to be known as the Holodomor             
which left an estimated 7 million people dead. In an age where we             
have additional methods of scientific and technological control on         
a global scale, the potential lives lost could be far more vast. 

I would also recommend listening to some of the meat buying tips            
and legitimate protein alternatives offered by Prepper Princess to         
help mitigate the financial damage in the short term. As she also            
rightly notes, anyone able to hunt and fish for themselves will be            
in the best position of all. 

Last but not least, I’ve cited the YouTube channel of Ice Age            
Farmer throughout this article, but it’s also an essential daily          
Twitter feed to follow for additional analysis about all aspects of           
industrial and independent agriculture and how we can escape a          
future where food becomes the deadliest weapon.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Protocols And The Peer-To-Peer Economy 

 

By Vin Armani 

Information is power. Access to information is crucial for individual          
and societal prosperity. The last century has shown that control          
over what information the public receives – the practice of          
“propaganda” (“public relations”) – is the most important means         
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for exercising control over the individuals who comprise “the         
public.”  

In the 25 years since I first experienced the Internet, I have            
watched it change from a wild, unregulated “wild west” of          
information to a network of walled gardens where arbitrary         
censorship is rampant and disinformation has been weaponized. 

There has been significant discussion in the private Counter         
Markets mastermind group (which I encourage you to join… it’s          
included with your subscription) about online communications       
alternatives to avoid the strict and increasing control of         
information being imposed by social media platforms. There is a          
strong desire to disintermediate communications and, by       
extension, the online marketplace (both of ideas and goods).  

In this article, I will provide a cognitive framework for          
understanding how we got to the environment of walled garden          
platforms and a vision for how we can reclaim the peer-to-peer           
heritage of the Internet through the use of the many protocols at            
our disposal. 

The Internet as we understand it is a collection of protocols           
broadly referred to as Transport Control Protocol / Internet         
Protocol (TCP/IP). These protocols are standards for the        
structuring and transmission of bundles of data (“packets”).        
Additional protocols in the layer above TCP/IP include protocols         
for browsing web pages (Hypertext Transfer Protocol – HTTP),         
and sending or receiving email (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol –          
SMTP, Post Office Protocol – POP & Internet Message Access          
Protocol – IMAP). Computers which are able to receive and          
broadcast data using these protocols have the ability to connect          
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to public, wide-area (WAN), and private, local-area (LAN)        
networks.  

It is important to understand that while these protocols are          
implemented using a combination of hardware and software, the         
protocols themselves are neither hardware nor software. The        
protocols are written specifications that can later be translated         
into software and hardware.  

Those familiar with Bitcoin and cryptocurrency will recognize such         
protocols and standards as “white papers” and (Bitcoin/Ethereum)        
improvement proposals (BIP/EIP). Protocols are, by their very        
nature, decentralized and censorship resistant. TCP/IP itself (like        
most major internet protocols) has never been patented. It is likely           
that if TCP/IP had been patented, there would not have been a            
financial incentive for the early pioneers of the technology to do           
the many experiments required to get the robust global network          
available to everyone on the planet today. 

In the early days of the Internet, only those who could write            
software that leveraged the various protocols could use the         
Internet to communicate. I encountered the Internet when the first          
suites of very basic consumer software began to be released. My           
first internet service provider (ISP), Netcom, offered a software         
suite that allowed use of the World Wide Web, FTP, e-mail,           
Internet Relay Chat (IRC), Gopher, and Newsgroups (NNTP). I         
was on the Internet before there were search engines of any use,            
so you really had to know where you were going. It was a tool              
mainly for academia and the military. However, with some         
research, I was able to find some interesting corners of the           
network that made focusing on the technology clearly worthwhile. 
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The walled gardens of Prodigy and America Online, which soon          
began adding limited browsing of the World Wide Web (and none           
of the other protocols), were easy to navigate and user friendly,           
but didn’t have the truly interesting information that could be found           
in the backwater regions of the Internet. My early Netcom account           
was unfiltered and uncensored. The idea that censorship of         
information would even be appropriate behavior for an ISP was          
simply unthinkable at that time. So what happened? The Internet          
that we use today is still based on the same open protocols (with             
performance improvements). Those protocols are still      
decentralized and designed to be censorship resistant. How has         
control of information by corporate and state powers risen to such           
a level that it represents an existential threat to society itself? 

Google is the Internet as we know it. By developing both highly            
effective search technology and an ad-supported revenue model,        
Google turned the Internet from the domain of the geekiest of tech            
geeks into a usable tool for the rest of the world. Now that people              
could easily find what they were looking for on the Web,           
businesses began staking out a presence to engage customers         
who had previously been inaccessible.  

Commerce on the Web, eCommerce, was completely       
decentralized in the early days. A majority of sales were          
peer-to-peer, with no intermediary (besides the banks) between a         
willing buyer and a willing seller. But selling goods online was still            
prohibitive, as building and maintaining a website was expensive. 

The first powerful platform that represented a level-up for         
commerce (and the proto-social network) was eBay. In 1995,         
Pierre Omidyar, eBay’s (first called Auction Web) founder, listed a          
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broken laser pointer for sale on his new website (that he had            
coded over Labor Day weekend), for $1. Mark Fraser, a Canadian           
who had been trying to build his own laser pointer, purchased the            
item for $14.83 and a revolution was launched. The         
Internet-based walled garden platform was born. 

Before eBay, there were few platforms that stored user data on           
their own infrastructure (servers running databases) and then        
displayed that data, including photos and text, on a website          
owned and controlled by a single entity. The open protocols of           
NNTP and IRC allowed users to post data, but it could be done             
anonymously and the relay servers that allowed the data to move           
around the Net had no expectation that they could be held liable,            
in a civil or criminal context, for the data that they relayed. eBay             
was an altogether different animal as it controlled one hundred          
percent of the data it later displayed to the public. It was            
incumbent on eBay to monitor submissions for contraband,        
ensure that user descriptions and comments were not in violation          
of government statutes, and protect its users from financial crimes          
such as fraud and counterfeiting. The year after eBay’s first sale,           
in 1996, “The Twenty Six Words That Created The Internet,” 47           
U.S.C. § 230, became law. The exact twenty six words are: 

No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall          
be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information          
provided by another information content provider 

In the case of eBay, and every other provider of a social platform             
on the Internet, this new statute removed civil liability for things           
said by users. It gave the same protection to ISPs. Additionally,           
the law protected a platform’s right to curate and censor content. 
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No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall          
be held liable on account of— 

(A) any action voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict          
access to or availability of material that the provider or          
user considers to be obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy,        
excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise     
objectionable, whether or not such material is       
constitutionally protected; or 

(B) any action taken to enable or make available to          
information content providers or others the technical       
means to restrict access to material… 

The Internet as we know it was born. 

Social platforms, especially those platforms that enabled       
commerce (as most major platforms do in one way or another)           
proved to be the most attractive application for the underlying          
protocols upon which the Internet is built. Although social media          
got its first foothold on desktop browsers with Friendster and          
Myspace, it truly exploded once smartphones brought the walled         
gardens of mobile applications into the hands of nearly every          
man, woman, and child.  

Platforms – the kind made possible by 47 U.S.C. § 230 – have             
become the conduits for almost all user-generated content        
(YouTube, Instagram, Twitter) and middle men for billions of         
dollars in daily sales of goods and services (Amazon, AliExpress).          
Centralization allowed global scale and penetration of the Internet         
but, in so doing, it gave incredible and unprecedented power to           
those in control of the platforms. 
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Power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts        
absolutely. Great men are almost always bad men, even         
when they exercise influence and not authority; still more         
when you superadd the tendency of the certainty of         
corruption by authority. – Lord Acton 

The new paradigm of information control by the platforms and          
their accomplices in academia and the halls of government, is          
leading to what I refer to as “The Dim Age.” The name is an              
allusion to “The Dark Ages,” so called because the subtle and           
powerful knowledge and culture of the Roman Empire had, in          
large part, been obscured from public view. In The Dim Age, we            
have access to vast amounts of knowledge via the protocols          
which govern the Internet, but most people actively choose not to           
engage with that information, preferring the familiarity and comfort         
of a handful of proprietary platforms. The light is out there, but it is              
far out of reach for most. We are not in total darkness, but we, as               
a society are choosing not to “move toward the light.” Recently,           
we have accelerated our pace and are actively sprinting away          
from the light. The Dark Ages ended when the men and women of             
The Renaissance discovered the “lost” knowledge of Rome. The         
Digital Renaissance, when it comes, will arrive with the         
rediscovery and embracing of protocols instead of platforms. 

The foundational protocol for The Digital Renaissance, in my         
opinion, is the Bitcoin protocol. This should come as no surprise. I            
want to emphasize that I am referring to the “idea” of Bitcoin as             
described in the white paper, as opposed to any particular          
software implementation or network. Bitcoin is a protocol that is          
concerned with truth, trust, and economic incentives. It leverages         
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cryptography, the ultimate human tool for information privacy, to         
accomplish its task. The Dim Age is to be defined by the eroding             
of individual privacy and financial sovereignty. Bitcoin, then,        
becomes a bulwark against the encroaching darkness. As the title          
of the white paper says: Bitcoin is “a peer-to-peer electronic cash           
system.” The protocol is a foundation for a peer-to-peer economy. 

The movement toward the light is, as I often describe it, a            
“multi-generational project.” We will need to develop more tools         
that allow peer-to-peer social and commercial interactions at a         
scale and with a user experience that far exceeds the capabilities           
of even the most established platforms. In much the same way           
that Bitcoin offers the promise of being able to “run your own            
node” and be a self-contained entity on the network, The Digital           
Renaissance will see you running your own node as part of a            
commerce network that rivals Amazon, and a content-sharing        
network that rivals Instagram. You will run a node that secures           
your identity as you leave and rejoin networks around the world.           
All of this will be secured with cryptography and no one will be “in              
charge.” We see inklings of this with long-lived protocols like          
BitTorrent, which, even after millions have been spent by         
copyright holders in an attempt to stop the sharing of intellectual           
property, the network soldiers on. This is more than a vision of            
“decentralization” (a term which is so overused that it has lost all            
meaning). This is a vision of “disintermediation,” the removal of a           
mediator between you and me (or any other human on the           
planet). Our light in the darkness is each other. 

There are nascent experiments in the broader disintermediation        
paradigm. It will likely take several more years of control and           
censorship before a critical mass of individuals, first adopters, see          
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the immense value of such a rebirth. Even then, “you don’t know            
what you don’t know.” One of the terrible effects of information           
control – including memory-holing of important historical       
advances – is that the public has no clue that certain types of             
information have ever existed.  

The process of rediscovery is always a journey of fits and starts.            
I’m glad for the community that we have here at Counter Markets.            
As we discover the tools to lead us into the light, we will share              
them with you here in the newsletter. I invite you to join us in the               
Telegram mastermind group and share your exploration of        
peer-to-peer protocols with other like-minded individuals.      
Although the near future seems fraught with peril, it is also           
pregnant with great opportunity. Let’s move toward the light. 
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WEALTH 
 

Work For Free To Grow Your Wealth 

 
By Jeff Paul 
 
You may have noticed that I’ve been putting off this topic for a few              
months in lieu of covering the coronapocalypse. Yet, as the          
situation continues to descend into collapse, this topic may even          
be more important right now. 
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Those who are focused on destroying things right now, instead of           
creating, are in for a very rude awakening when they experience           
the full effects of economic fallout from recent events. If the food            
crisis gets as bad as forecast, anyone who isn’t focused on           
creating value may starve to death. Think that’s hyperbole?  
 
“That couldn’t happen here,” they say. If a food crisis materializes,           
the slaves will demand that the government take control of the           
food industry. And when a centralized government takes over         
food production and distribution, history shows A LOT of people          
will starve.  
 
The first to suffer will be the useless eaters – the people who take              
more value than they contribute. The rioters and protesters,         
whether marching for a righteous cause or not, will suffer more           
than producers. In this new paradigm you don’t have to be the            
fastest gazelle to survive the lion’s hunt. You just don’t want to be             
the slowest. 
 
Surviving A Collapse By Working For Free 
 
I have been self-employed for over 15 years. For the first 10            
years, my wife didn’t work so she could raise the kids.           
Entrepreneurship provided us with freedom and adventure, but        
also some unique challenges and lessons. Among them, working         
for free is critical to success especially through a crisis. 
 
Act 1 
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In 2006, we thought “collapse” was right around the corner (LOL!).           
So we sold everything we owned in Connecticut and moved to           
Costa Rica with little more than suitcases. We were 30 years old            
with young kids in tow. We didn’t know a soul in the country, didn’t              
speak much Spanish, and we didn’t have any job prospects. Our           
friends and family thought we were crazy. Brave, but crazy.  
 
I was a real estate investor/developer/consultant at the time.         
Every day I spent countless hours learning the local property          
market and making connections with agents, builders, sellers,        
investors, lawyers and other expats. By the time I was done, you            
would have thought I was running for mayor with how much           
gladhanding and cheek kissing I did upon entering popular gringo          
hangouts. 
 
After many months of working for free, I bought into a small            
property agency and began blogging about Costa Rica real         
estate. Before long I was closing more deals than I could handle.            
Money was flowing in like water. I quickly reached the same           
six-figure income I previously enjoyed in the States. Then, almost          
as fast, it all came crashing down. 
 
I was sitting in an open-air casita bar with my business partner            
and some investors after showing them land when CNBC blared          
breaking news from the TV. The stock market was down 777           
points and the US real estate bubble was bursting right in front of             
our eyes. For a moment I was naively gleeful that my prediction of             
collapse was coming true. It didn’t immediately register that I          
wasn’t going to escape the bear market by living in Costa Rica. 
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Investors instantly became more cautious. Buyers slowed down        
and deals fell through. Every closing seemed more difficult and          
taxing. Work became a grind and much less fun. I grew           
pessimistic about the short-term investment prospects of property        
in Costa Rica. And without enthusiasm, I was drained.  
 
To make matters worse, a prominent local builder who I used and            
referred to clients went out of business in the middle of several            
projects leaving us holding the bag for the losses. This left me            
shattered. My hard-won reputation suffered.  
 
Income trickled to a drip mostly because I took my foot off the             
gas. There were days where we literally survived on rice and           
beans (including feeding our dogs and chickens). Yet I still had to            
pick up the pieces and continue working (for free) to complete the            
projects I was managing.  
 
Although the world didn’t come to an end, I felt the 2008 financial             
collapse hard. And I knew it was time for a change. 
 
Act 2 
 
Since blogging was key for attracting business in real estate, I           
suspected it had potential in other fields. Then, one fateful day,           
my future was set in motion. After furiously going down the rabbit            
hole to figure out what just happened to the economy and what to             
expect next, I wrote an article about 9/11 truth for my business            
partner’s new hobby blog. Like his very first post, it went viral.            
Infowars and several other alternative news sites syndicated the         
post. It was the spark we needed! 
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My partner and I quickly formed a more professional site. Again,           
in between real estate duties, we worked countless hours for free           
on the blog for the joy of it. Fueled by the desire for truth, peace,               
and freedom, every day we’d write several original posts and          
curate many more. We barely slept. Nearly every original article          
was reposted at Infowars and other big outlets like         
LewRockwell.com. It was beginning to show real promise. 
 
One day about a month or two after launching, our daily traffic hit             
25,000 unique visitors. Another young gringo in the area who had           
been following our progress remarked to us, “That’s a shit-ton of           
traffic. I can make money with that.” At the time he was an online              
advertising specialist who managed to convince his San        
Francisco-based firm to let him work remotely in the coffee-lined          
hills of Central America. He, too, recognized that some type of           
collapse was imminent prior to moving. 
 
“Wealth grows wherever men exert energy.” – The Richest         
Man in Babylon. 
 
Now there were three like-minded fierce beasts passionately        
pouring energy into this project, for free. We continued to produce           
good consistent content and got our advertising dialed in.         
Because of that, the site grew very quickly in traffic and income.  
 
It wasn’t long before each of us was making $1000/month from           
the site, which in Costa Rica covered basic bills. Income rapidly           
doubled and then tripled. After each of us was making          
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$3000/month with this side hustle, digital media became our         
primary focus.  
 
Around this time, Alex Jones offered me a full-time writing position           
at Infowars. Although flattered, I turned him down because our          
venture was just taking off. Today, I’m SOOO glad I didn’t take            
that job :) 
 
We launched a few other brands. Some failed, and some remain           
profitable to this day. At its peak, our digital media business           
brought in $40K a month. That was before the establishment’s          
war on independent media... 
 
You just read the founding story of ActivistPost.com. You’re the          
first to ever hear it. We have been and will continue to remain             
pseudonymous ;) 
 
Additionally, during the same period, my wife and I started a           
profitable family travel blog that made up to $8000/month. By          
working for free, we successfully created a healthy portable         
income and valuable online assets when much of the world was           
struggling through the “Great Recession.” 
 
Lessons 
 
The experience taught me three important lessons to being         
self-employed: 1) Working for free does pay off, 2) the more I            
worked, the more I made (there is no cap to the income when we              
directly control our output), and 3) when I’d take my foot off the             
gas, my income suffered just as acutely. 
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Act 3  
 
In 2015, we launched a new podcast network headlined by the           
much-esteemed “The Vin Armani Show.” You may have heard of          
him. Together we produced incredibly thought-provoking      
segments and booked amazing interviews with guests like Dr.         
Ron Paul, Jordan Peterson, G. Edward Griffin, Roger Ver, Eric          
Voorhees, Jack Spirko, Joel Salatin, Curtis Stone, and so many          
more. 
 
Just as our network hit its stride with over 100,000 monthly           
downloads, Trump was elected and a witch hunt for “fake news”           
began. Apparently because we opposed Hillary, big government        
and all the wars, the Washington Post and others labeled Activist           
Post “fake news” and “Russian propaganda.” Although we joked         
about it at the time, the fallout became a new crisis.  
 
The shadowbans intensified. Facebook traffic dropped from       
50,000 pageviews a day to about 5000 nearly overnight. YouTube          
outright banned our channel with no warnings, strikes, or         
violations. All of the largest ad networks simultaneously banned         
our account like we were on a blacklist. And our sites have long             
since disappeared from Google search results. 
 
We were forced to cut staff and regroup. Lots of hard-working           
independent journalists were suddenly struggling. Many of our        
“comrades” in the independent media like The Anti-Media, The         
Free Thought Project, Waking Times, Zero Hedge, Lew Rockwell         
and others were strangled by algorithmic sanctions and other dirty          
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tricks. And look what happened to the big boys: Infowars and           
Natural News had their reach devastated in a coordinated effort          
by Big Tech. And aside from being deplatformed, author and          
speaker David Icke has been banned from stepping foot in whole           
countries.  
 
Unsure of what would become of controversial content online, we          
launched new products like Counter Markets and CoinText. Both         
passion projects. Once again, we worked our asses off for free           
without a guarantee of income. We just built and hustled.  
 
This led to venture capital funding for CoinText and a priceless           
community of savages at Counter Markets.  
 
Despite all of the censorship, traffic is returning to independent          
media platforms while the corporate press continues to lie about          
the current crisis. People desire the truth and commentary from a           
liberty perspective. Yet income remains well below our average.  
 
Act 4? 
 
Once again, we stand at a crossroads. The advertising model for           
online media may not be sustainable much longer. Meanwhile,         
profit in the cryptocurrency industry appears to be uncertain.         
Exchanges are the only crypto businesses making money in this          
environment, and even their volume is decreasing. 
 
Vin moved to Saipan with little more than suitcases with young           
kids in tow, seeking opportunity and to avoid this current collapse           
as much as possible. It reminded me of how my journey began to             
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Costa Rica and how opportunities matched with hard work can          
produce magical outcomes. I suspect we’ll soon be hearing about          
very cool projects coming from Vin’s breakthrough SWaP protocol         
for collaborative transactions that enable trustless escrow, betting,        
token exchanges, futures, and much more all directly on-chain         
and unstoppable by any third party. 
 
We continue to explore new ideas for digital media,         
cryptocurrency, and other products. Many of you in the         
mastermind chat have been brainstorming about private       
communication, growing food, producing content, making      
courses, and other ways to become more valuable. 
 
With the masses currently frozen with trauma, you have a          
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to produce while others are       
destroying. To work for free on your passion while others are           
wasting energy raging against the machine. Even if your project          
fails to produce income, you become a much more valuable          
person for having tried something new.  
 
Additionally, if you seek a normal job in this environment, offer to            
work for free for your ideal company. Better yet, use your talents            
to do something valuable for them and then pitch them on working            
for free to see if you’re a good fit. 
 
This assures that you won’t be the slowest gazelle when the lions            
of the collapse are hungriest.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 
Bitcoin continued its move upward last month, starting May         
around $8850, peaking above $10k just briefly a couple of days           
ago, and settling down around the $9750 level today. Prices are           
now up over 100% from the March lows just 10 weeks ago. 
 
The highly anticipated halving event came and went, without any          
significant effect on price one way or the other. Looking back on            
previous halving events, it’s the weeks/months following the        
halving that have been responsible for the bulk of the gains in            
price, so we’re still early on here. Nonetheless, it does seem that            
the hype surrounding the event was significantly higher than it          
should have been. 
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The lack of price appreciation actually led to a short-term selloff of            
about 20% from speculators who were hoping for an immediate          
spike in value. Buyers quickly took advantage of that dip, though,           
moving the price back up to pre-halving levels over the next few            
days. 
 
Mining rewards have been cut in half, though, so that will cause a             
supply crunch going forward. The effects of this may need some           
time to play out before it has any effect on market prices. 
 
Whatever happens, our plan remains the same, just ride out the           
volatility and play the long game. Mainstream finance is still          
hopping on board, evidenced by Paul Tudor Jones, one of the           
oldest and most respected fund managers in the game,         
confirming he’s allocated 2% of his $8 billion hedge fund to           
Bitcoin. As other fund managers follow his approach, we’ll see          
prices go much higher, as there simply isn’t enough supply for           
many fund managers to allocate 2% to this asset. 
 
Prices are up 100% in the past couple of months; if you used the              
pullback in March-April to pick up some Bitcoin at bargain prices,           
congratulations. For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we           
suggest using Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with           
your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable         
losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price swings of          
50% or more in a matter of days. 
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Silver Update 

 
Silver put up an impressive gain last month, moving from about           
$14.80 at the start of the month, all the way up to the $18 range               
we’re at today. That’s over a 20% move in one month for silver,             
which is way beyond its typical price move. Part of the reason is             
the return of economic activity, as this will likely spur the demand            
for silver in a variety of industrial applications. The other is that            
silver has to play catch-up to gold. Gold was more or less flat last              
month, and it had previously been outpacing silver significantly.         
With this 20%+ jump last month we’re just shy of a new 1-year             
high for silver. 
 
Premiums on physical silver are still close to 50%, which is really            
too high to recommend that anyone purchase. One-ounce coins         
are selling for about $25.80 with prices in the high $17s, so            
on-the-street demand is still through the roof here. Once the          
coronavirus impact starts to fade, panic buying will slow down,          
and the gold and silver hoarders will tone down their purchasing           
as well. Premiums will eventually return to normal, and when they           
do you may be able to pick up coins for less than $25.80 even              
with higher silver prices.  
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Silver prices relative to gold moved away from the historical          
extreme of 113, down to 96 today. That level is still very much on              
the extreme end of things, so silver has a long way to go before it               
hits its average value relative to gold. Keep in mind it won’t be a              
one-way move in price, though; we’re coming off a move higher of            
more than 20% for silver, and last time that happened it took            
about 3 months for prices to consolidate, form a base, and break            
out for the next move. 
 
Looking at the financial policy coming from the Federal Reserve,          
they’ve basically said the printing presses are set to infinity until           
further notice. With statements like this, gold and silver tend to do            
very well. The money supply has increased dramatically since the          
economic stimulus was put into place, meaning the purchasing         
power of the dollar is going to get weaker as all these excess             
dollars work their way into the economy. Gold and silver have           
been stores of value long before the US dollar even existed, and            
they’ll continue long after as well. If you haven’t allocated any of            
your savings to silver yet, now is still a great time to consider             
doing so. 
 
If you can get your hands on any coins or bullion at a reasonable              
premium (7-10% above spot), then go for it. If you’re seeing           
premiums in the 30-50% or more range, that’s not the time to be a              
buyer. If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want           
exposure to any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV –            
both trade just as easily on any stock exchange. 
 
Once silver premiums return to normal, we’d encourage you to          
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.  
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (July 2020) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Cradle to Career: COVID Lockdown Has Accelerated the Path to 
A.I. Learning and the Technocratic Workforce 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Entrepreneurship in The Dim Age 

WEALTH 

Why Are Stocks Going Up During the Apocalypse? 

BONUS: How Home Food Production Can Protect Your Property 
Value 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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